
Spectrum’s S3D-1000 is here!

“The new age in 3D is now and with Spectrum 

you’ll have a trustworthy partner for a life time.

We’ll guarantee you won’t even think of looking anywhere else.”

Spectrum 3D: Coloring your world!

High-End 3D Cinema Glasses



After months of preparation and awaiting the decision between 

Master Image and RealD which has changed the 3D Cinema 

sector as we know it, Spectrum 3D has fully launched and 

established itself in the 3D Cinema sector!

After being contracted by Master Image 3D for over 8 years as 

number one manufacturer for their 3D glasses lines, Spectrum 

3D will now continue independently with our new and improved 

model: the “S3D-1000”. With the intention of getting our own 

high-end 3D System out on the market the coming years. 

Over the years we have built an impressive track record and 

have always maintained our high levels in service, quality and 

supply chain giving MI’s customers no reason to look anywhere 

else.

Now we hope to give cinema exhibitors around the world the 

same quality assurance and level of expertise they are used to 

and deserve. We hope we can start soon and build on a 

long-lasting partnership where we’ll help each other thrive!

Spectrum: Coloring your world!



Spectrum 3D S3D-1000, the best passive 3D glass on the market

3D Lens Features

S3D-1000 Design

25% bigger to minimize light coming in from 

the side and optimizing 3D experience.

Improved lens size for ease of the cinema viewer 

Best light efficiency on the market 

at competitive price

The best 3D glass is the one you don’t even feel like 
you’re wearing one during a 3D movie. 
The S3D-1000 is currently the lightest glass on the market.

Extremely light and comfortable design

No friction with leg placement on the ears and temple. 
Minimized nose setting for optimum comfort for lengthy 
3D movies and leaving no marks.

Solid frame connection with streamlined legs
& nose setting

Inspired by one of Ray-Ban’s most popular and famous 
models: the Way-Fahrer. Any color combination is possible 
including your own company or cinema’s logo on the side!

Trendy design and fully customizable

Minimizing the chances on 3D fatigue and 

headaches for viewers making longer running 

3D movies more comfortable.

39-40% light efficiency, 4% more than 

the other suppliers that have been tested. 

Premium available to push LE by 3% with 

the S3D-1000 you will get the most out of 

your 3D Cinema System

+25%

Less crossing and annoyance for the viewer’s eyes

 Using the best quality 3D lens film manufactured 

       in South Korea by partner with over 20 years’ experience

 Very comfortable and trendy design 

       and lightest passive 3D glass on the market. 

       Competitively priced

 Fully universal. Compatible with all major 3D system suppliers; 

       RealD, Master Image, Dolby, Volfoni, X-Mirror. 

 Re-usable S3D-1000 model available and premium 3D film is possible 

       for cinemas with even higher light efficiency needs
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